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Underground video gambling industry costing Maryland
more than $15 million annually in uncollected taxes.
Research also shows that in Baltimore City and Baltimore County machine
operators are underreporting their income by more than $63,000,000 a year.
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By Joan Jacobson

illions of tax dollars are
lost annually from an
underground slot machine
industry in Baltimore City and
County, with nearly 3,500 video
gambling devices scattered in hundreds of bars, convenience shops,
gas stations and liquor stores where
gamblers are awarded their winnings from bartenders and clerks,
instead of slots in the machines.
From Dundalk to Towson, from
Hampden to Belair Edison, this
unregulated industry has more
video gambling machines operating
illegally than Delaware’s Dover
Downs has operating legally.
Though slot machine gambling is
illegal in Maryland, Baltimore’s
slots industry operates with the
sanction of local government –
under the guise that the machines
are for “amusement only.”
Because the State does not
acknowledge formally that it is in
the gambling business, no legislation has been created to prevent convicted felons, tax evaders or forfeited corporations from running the
industry, which often goes hand in

hand with bookmaking, sports betting, drug dealing and other illegal
enterprises. For example, one longtime vending company owner,
Joseph J. Stonik, operates 101 video
gambling machines as of the writing
of this study despite an unsettled
$1.1 million tax lien against one of
his vending companies.1 Another
vending owner, Gilbert Sapperstein,
head of Star Coin Machine Company, with 144 registered video gambling machines, pled guilty in May
2005 to conspiracy, bribery, and
theft of $3.5 million from the City’s
school system and public works
department.2
This study presents an accounting of the number of the machines
located in these jurisdictions and
evidence that the devices bring in an
estimated gross annual income
ranging between $91 million and
$181 million.3 The study also concludes that the industry is underreporting its income to tax collectors
by $63 million to $153 million a
year. Further, the study documents
that the industry has flourished virtually unchecked, despite a criminal
investigation in 1984 (“Operation
Quartermatch”), which concluded

that video gaming machine owners
were cheating on their taxes by
underreporting millions of dollars
in income. Since then, no government agency or political body has
stepped forward to fix the system.

THE ILLEGAL SLOTS
BUSINESS TODAY
Vending companies with large
cash reserves shore up the tavern
business with loans to bar owners.4
This long-standing practice allows a
bar owner short on credit to finance
a business he would otherwise be
unable to afford, but the loans come
at a high price. In a typical agreement, the bar owner and vendor
agree to split the proceeds of the
machines (50-50 or 60-40), after
payouts are made to gamblers. The
tavern owner understands that he
will repay his loan from his share of
the gambling profits. If he or his
employees are charged by police
with illegal gambling, the vending
company will provide a lawyer to
the bar owner to handle the case.
The tavern owner knows he is
trapped in this business relationship
with the vending company owner
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for two reasons: First, his income
from the gambling profits – even
after he pays his loan – is too profitable to give up as some bars don’t
sell enough beer to pay the bills; the
lucrative video gambling trade is
what really keeps them in the black.5
Second, if the tavern owner defaults
on his loan, the vending company is
entitled to take over the bar and its
valuable liquor license. Thus, the
vendor becomes a “secured creditor” or “contract purchaser.”

Interviews with Former Bar
Owners
Former bar owners, who were
interviewed for this study and operated their businesses in the 1990s,
had similar stories: their gambling
machine income was never audited
or questioned by the Maryland
Comptroller’s office or the IRS; they
were never visited by city inspectors
checking amusement device licenses, and they were never charged by
police or the liquor board for illegal
gambling. And no one, other than
vending company employees,
checked the meters inside the
machines that showed the true
amount of money received.
One former bar owner started his
career as a bartender and learned
how to watch the machines when
players racked up winning points. As
long as there was no stranger in the
bar who might be an undercover vice
detective, he routinely paid off winners from money he kept in an envelope in a drawer behind the bar, usually stocked with $200. He paid off
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gamblers who accumulated at least
$20 in winnings. After a few years,
the bartender purchased the bar for
$60,000 without any cash up front.
Two of the city’s largest vending
companies each loaned him $30,000
at 12 percent interest. His payments
totaled $2,500 a month, which he
said he made easily from the gambling proceeds.
Like the other bar owners interviewed, his machines easily brought
in between $500 to $1,000 a week
per machine. After the payouts were
deducted from the gross receipts, the
vending company split the remaining cash 50-50 with the bar owner.
The bar owner stated that the vending company used a “ten percent
rule” when providing him with a
receipt for his portion of the gambling profits. The receipt, which he
used for tax purposes, showed he
earned 10 percent of his true video
gambling income. (Gambling payouts were not included in these calculations, so the reported income
was below 10 percent.)

The Vendors
More than 50 vending companies had licensed video gambling
machines in Baltimore City and
County in 2005, each had from a
half dozen to more than 300
machines.6 In addition, several
smaller companies each own a handful of machines, and there are hundreds of video gambling machines
registered by bars and other businesses independently from the vending companies. Some companies
also operate under the radar of the
City and County licensing agencies

by not licensing their machines: For
example, according to newspaper
reports, the owner of Statewide
Amusements Inc., a Pasadena business, was caught with 12 unlicensed
amusement devices during a
November 2005 raid at the Owl’s
Nest in South Baltimore.7

Links to Local Organized Crime
Video gambling machines have
gone hand in hand with bookmaking, loan sharking, drug dealing, and
bribes to liquor inspectors, and
many illegal enterprises run out of
Baltimore bars, which are also
handy places for laundering money.
This is illustrated in Wised Up, the
2004 memoir of an FBI informant,
Charlie Wilhelm, who tells how bar
owners connected to his crime syndicate dodged police raids by getting
advance warning from liquor
inspectors. Once tipped off, Wilhelm would empty the gambling
machines, which he called “pokers,”
and hide the money (plus papers listing payouts to gamblers) in the trunk
of his car.
Wilhelm estimated that the tavern he operated in Dundalk, Joe’s
Tavern, took in as much as $6,000
from the five gambling machines in
a busy eight-hour shift and paid
gamblers $1,000 in winnings.8
Joe’s employees also sold drugs,
made illegal loans, ran a bookmaking operation and occasionally supported prostitution out of the bar.
Joe’s Tavern was recently shut
down by the Liquor Board in
response to several violations.
Another example of a popular bar
continued on page 3
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with video gambling machines was
Letts Tavern on Belair Road which
was owned by Vernon Letts, a convicted bookmarker.9 Letts is also no
longer in business.

NUMBERS THAT COUNT
In 2005, Baltimore City
approved licenses for 3,650 amusement devices of which 2,106 are
actually gambling devices. Baltimore County has 1,371 gambling
devices out of a total of at least 3,179
amusement devices.10 In addition,
spot checks of several locations, as
well as interviews with the City
police detectives, reveal numerous
unlicensed gambling devices in Baltimore City.11 Since the City’s unregistered machines are impossible to
count, figures are limited to licensed
gambling devices.
LOSS OF REVENUE
To demonstrate the loss of tax
revenue, the study focuses on the
Admissions and Amusement Tax, a
10 percent levy on gross receipts
reported by operators of coin-operated amusement devices in the City
and County. The state collects this
tax and turns the money over to
local jurisdictions. In FY 2005, the
state collected $1.3 million for the
city and $1.5 million for Baltimore
County.12 This corresponds to $13
million reported revenue from City
amusement devices and $15 million
from the County. The reported revenue from gambling devices is lower because these totals include
income from other coin-operated
machines.

▲
From all appearances,
Maryland’s enforcement
system is a disjointed
one; government
agencies find themselves
working at odds, the
right hand not knowing
what the left is doing.
▼

This study reveals a much different picture. Based on interviews
with law enforcement representatives and former bar owners, it is
estimated that each machine in
these jurisdictions bring in between
$500 to $1,000 a week, or $26,000
to $52,000 a year.13 Multiplying that
estimated annual income by the
2,106 licensed video gambling
machines in the city, the study further concludes that operators of
Baltimore City’s video gambling
machines have a gross annual
income of $55 million to $110 million. Thus, the city should be getting $5.5 million to $11 million, not
$1.3 million. For Baltimore County, the study estimates the annual
gross income for the County’s 1,371
machines to be $36 million to $71
million, which would bring in a tax
of $3.6 million to $7 million, not
$1.5 million. The slots industry of
Baltimore City and County is
underreporting its income by $63
million to $153 million each year.14
In addition to the Admissions
and Amusement tax, the state and
federal governments are undoubted-

ly losing millions more in income
taxes due to underreporting of the
business income accrued through
this illegal activity; calculating the
loss of income tax is very difficult.
Nor are taxes all Maryland is losing.
Where slots are legal, states charge
hefty fees to vendors who manufacture and operate slot machines and
levy stiff taxes on the profits.

OPERATION QUARTERMATCH
The first large scale investigation into this illegal slots industry
occurred in 1984 when several state
law enforcement agencies, headed
by the Maryland State Prosecutor’s
office, focused on vending company owners committing tax fraud
rather than filing gambling charges
against individual tavern owners, a
practice that had proved an “ineffective deterrent” in the past. As
part of this investigation, the State
charged 25 people and 11 vending
companies (most located in Baltimore City and County) with failure
to pay Admissions and Amusement
taxes levied on coin operated
amusement devices, as well as other
state taxes. Illegal gambling charges
were also filed.
Auditors from the Maryland
Comptroller’s office and the State
Prosecutor’s office analyzed records
and in some cases, auditors found
two sets of accounting books – one
falsified, showing income reported to
tax collectors and a second, true
accounting.15 Analysis of the records
seized from eight vendors showed
that they grossed $34,248,220
between January 1, 1982 and
March 1, 1985, but only reported
income of $13,242,655.16 Income of
continued on page 4
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$21,005,565 over a little more than
three-years was unreported.

COURT RULINGS
Court rulings in Maryland have
long determined that video gambling machines are designed and
used for illegal gambling. In 1985,
the Maryland Court of Appeals ruled
that even without evidence of payoffs these machines are “contraband,” illegal by their design as slot
machines without slots.17 Based on
this court ruling, prosecutors in Harford, Carroll, and Anne Arundel
counties prohibit the use of these
machines. (The State’s Attorneys for
Baltimore City and County did not
respond to a request for an interview
for this study.) In 1993, the Court of
Appeals ruled that the illegal cash
payments made to players of video
gambling machines were includable
as “gross receipts” subject to the
Admissions and Amusement tax.18
GOVERNMENTAL RESPONSES
From all appearances, Maryland’s enforcement system is a disjointed one; government agencies
find themselves working at odds, the
right hand not knowing what the left
is doing.

Maryland Comptroller’s Office
The Maryland Comptroller’s
office has known for 20 years that
the industry’s income is underreported.19 In 2005, interviews were
conducted with the Director and
Assistant Director of the Compliance Division of the Comptroller’s
Office to learn what the agency has
done since Quartermatch. They
responded that without a govern4

▲
Law enforcement
efforts are often
cancelled out when
the City and County
registration offices
approve licenses for
new machines to replace
those confiscated or
damaged by police.
▼
ment-controlled tracking system in
the machines, the Comptroller’s
office cannot collect full taxes
because it has no way to prove how
much money comes into the
machines.20 They acknowledged that
vendors are still on the honor system. The machines have counters
that track cash but these are seen
only by bar owners and vending
company employees, called “route
men,” who empty the machines.
The compliance division chiefs
noted that their auditors are limited
by the accounting books available at
vending companies. They have few
ways to detect if the records are
altered or inaccurate. Unless there is
a search warrant, auditors cannot
search a vending company for a second set of accounting books that
might show the true income. The
chiefs also noted that their resources
are limited – there are only 100
employees in the audit office to
complete all types of state audits. As
for the Court of Appeals ruling
requiring that Admission and

Amusement taxes be paid on the
illegal payouts to gamblers, the
chiefs said they cannot enforce the
Court’s order without proof of revenue. Citing state confidentiality
laws, the chiefs declined to say
whether any vending companies
have been fined or otherwise punished for failing to pay taxes on
amusement devices.
The Comptroller’s office does
attempt to monitor the industry. In
the past four years auditors have
completed 22 audits of coin-operated machine companies and have
assessed $1 million in taxes due
from unreported income.21 In
November 2005 the comptroller’s
office filed a lien against Statewide
Amusements Inc. for $953,515 in
unpaid taxes from unreported
income.22

Law Enforcement
Law enforcement efforts are
often cancelled out when the City
and County registration offices
approve licenses for new machines
to replace those confiscated or damaged by police. For example, the
operator of a convenience store
called the Greenish Grocery, at 449
E. 25th Street, sought licenses for
new machines in a letter to the city
finance department in July 2005.
The operator complained that police
damaged four “amusement devices”
but that Bayside Vending would be
replacing them in a few days.23
Likewise in Baltimore County the
operator of Milano’s Restaurant and
Carryout, 8811 Waltham Woods
Road, wrote a note to the licensing
office in August 2005, explaining
that Bayside Vending would be
delivering two new machines, four
continued on page 5
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days after county police confiscated
three video gambling machines.24
Vice police are swimming
against a tide of government agencies that facilitate the use of the
machines. Local prosecutors routinely drop or set aside charges and recommend probation. District court
judges follow suit, though they often
allow the City and County to keep
thousands of dollars seized in raids.
City police, for example, seized
$400,000 through 37 search and
seizure warrants in the first 11
months of 2005, most of which the
city was allowed to keep.25 Most of
the cases were against business owners and their employees where the
vending machines were located. In
Baltimore County, police also charge
the vending company owners.
This year, the Baltimore City’s
vice squad, under the direction of
Sgt. Craig Gentile tried a new tactic
of targeting the vending companies
instead of conducting raids on individual bars and stores. One such
case targeted Carbond Inc. which is
owned by Carroll Bond III. Carbond
is the largest owner of gambling
machines, with 192 gambling
machines licensed in the city and 131
in Baltimore County.26 The investigation resulted in a raid on Carbond’s
headquarters pursuant to a search
and seizure warrant and confiscation
of about $8,000, envelopes with
weekly collection sheets, bank statements, and other documents. Gambling charges were filed against Carbond Inc. and a store which carried
Carbond’s video gambling machines,
J&P Carryout.
The charges against Carbond
were dismissed at trial because a

prosecutor failed to answer a routine motion.27 The city returned the
money and other evidence it seized
in the raid though they got to keep
the money seized from the J & P
Carryout. A visit to J & P Carryout
almost a year later showed it was
back in business with two licensed
machines. A similar case against
Carbond in 2005 resulted in the case
being ‘stetted’ or put on an inactive
docket. The city kept the $13,000 it
seized from Carbond in this case
and $18,000 from two businesses
that carried Carbond’s machines.28
Federal officials in Baltimore
have uncovered what they believe is
a multi-million dollar gambling and
money laundering operation with
500 video gambling machines in 110
locations in 15 states, including
Maryland.29 Although no criminal
charges had been filed as of December 2005, the U.S. government has
already seized a private Cessna jet
and $1.7 million from Truck Stop
Games LLC, owned by Horace K.
Farrish of Virginia. Federal seizure
warrants and affidavits describe an
investigation tracing revenue laundered through several bank accounts,
with some of the money spent to purchase the jet, which was used to
move gambling machine parts and
boxes of cash from state to state.30

Liquor Boards
Baltimore’s underground slots
industry could not have blossomed
all these years without the help of
the local liquor boards. Mandated to
keep criminal activity out of businesses with liquor licenses, the
liquor boards’ actions – or inactions
- have instead allowed the illegal
gaming business to thrive. Baltimore City’s liquor board metes out

modest inconsequential fines,31 and
Baltimore County’s liquor board
hears no cases involving illegal
gambling machines, despite the
1985 Quartermatch report showing a
booming slots industry in the jurisdiction.32 The Baltimore City
liquor board continues a long-standing practice of treating gambling
violations as minor infractions as
highlighted by the cases below:
•

•

Sid’s Tavern, 1100 Washington
Boulevard, was charged at a
liquor board hearing on April 28,
2005, with violating the liquor
board’s Rule 4.15, which holds,
“No licensee shall allow his
premises to be used for the purpose of gambling in any form.”33
Evidence showed a City police
detective who played a gambling machine was paid off.
Police confiscated $8,107 in
cash from the machines, a safe, a
drawer and other locations in the
bar. They took 40 folders with
records of gambling payouts,
plus a payout tally sheet.34 In
district court the business operator was given probation before
judgment.35 The City kept the
seized money. The liquor board
found the owners guilty and
fined the bar owner $100, plus
$125 in administrative fees.
Fred & Marge’s Inn, 3603-05
Fairhaven Avenue, was tried at a
March 2005 hearing for illegal
gambling after a sting operation.
Police seized $37,120 from the
machines and elsewhere in the
bar and found $23, 955 in an
upstairs kitchen cabinet.36 In district court, one owner received
continued on page 6
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•

probation before judgment and
the other had her case put on an
inactive docket. The owners forfeited 75 percent of the money
seized.37 The liquor board found
the bar owners guilty and fined
them $100, plus $125 administrative fee.38

Bay City Liquors, 4901 Frankford Avenue, was tried in September 2004 after a police
detective received a payout.
Police seized $8,046 from the
store.39 In court, the case was
put on an inactive docket and
the business received about half
the money back.40 When the
case got to the liquor board, the
board members hearing the case
departed from their usual fine of
$100. A liquor board member
apparently took pity on the
owner, saying, “You’re going to
lose $8,000 so the board’s going
to suspend that $100 fine.
You’re going to pay a $125
administrative fee. That’s it.”41

The City’s Board of Liquor
License Commissioners also routinely hears cases on the sale of
liquor licenses from well-known
vending company owners acting as
secured creditors or contract purchasers of bars never licensed in
their names. The City Liquor Board
approves these transactions, even
though the seller of a liquor license
may not be the licensee of record
and does not met the eligibility
requirements for a license. For
example, the Board approved the
transfer of a liquor license to an East
Baltimore bar from Gilbert Sapper6

stein, contract purchaser, a month
after he pleaded guilty to a multimillion dollar fraud scheme. Liquor
board law prohibits Sapperstein, as a
convicted felon, from owning a
liquor license, but the board let him
sell one.42

Departments of Zoning and
Finance
Baltimore City’s zoning code
limits the number of amusement
devices in City bars, bowling alleys,
pool halls, and restaurants that own
liquor licenses to five licensed
machines. Other businesses (such as
gas stations, convenience, and liquor
stores) are restricted to 1 or 2
machines, depending on the business’s floor space.43 Donald Small,
the City’s Zoning Administrator at
the Department of Housing and
Community Development, was
unaware, until presented with
research that as of September 2005,
hundreds of City businesses are violating the zoning code by keeping
more amusement devices than the
law allows.44 Two examples are the
Hampden Food Market, with 17
gambling machines (13 licensed),
and Mt. Everest, with 10 machines
(seven licensed). Each of these businesses is allowed one or two
machines, depending on the floor
space.45
Zoning violations were also
brought to the attention of officials
in the Bureau of Treasury Management’s Collection Division which
operates under the City Finance
Department, the agency which
grants the amusement device licenses. The officials said they independently discovered businesses with too
many machines and began consulting the zoning code around the same

time as this study.46 Subsequently,
the two agencies moved to remedy
the situation. On November 17,
2005, the city mailed a new “Fact
Sheet for Amusement Devices” with
license renewal notices, informing
all licensees of the City’s zoning
laws limiting machines, and requiring new permit forms for a non-tavern or entertainment business
restricted to one or two machines.
Four days after the City mailed
the zoning letters, the Baltimore
Licensed Beverage Association
responded by requesting that the City
Council put forward a bill that would
amend the zoning code to increase
the number of “amusement devices”
allowed in bars and other city businesses.47 The bill is sponsored by
nine City Council members, including President Sheila Dixon. Whether
or not the bill passes, the problem in
the City is even larger than the hundreds of zoning violations. Many of
the City’s amusement devices – especially video gambling machines – are
not licensed by the City, as required
by law.48
Considering the large volume of
zoning and registration violations, it
is clear that the collection division
and the zoning office do not have
enough inspectors to enforce the
laws. The zoning office has six zoning examiners whose many duties
include going out in the field once a
week to check complaints. The collection division only has four parttime inspectors to review the many
types of licenses the City requires.
Now they will also be required to
help monitor the zoning laws.
Unlike the City, Baltimore County
does not appear to have many violations of its zoning regulations. The
continued on page 7
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County has 13 inspectors (some
with more than ten years’ experience) to visit businesses with the
machines and check for licenses and
zoning violations.49
LESSONS FROM OTHER
JURISDICTIONS

Zero Tolerance
Baltimore City and County governments are isolated in their tolerance of video gambling devices. In
their own backyards, particularly in
Carroll, Harford, and Anne Arundel
Counties, the governments do not
allow these machines to be licensed
and in some cases the local prosecutors have teamed up with liquor
boards to keep them out. While it is
difficult to determine whether Carroll, Harford, and Anne Arundel are
free of video gambling devices, law
enforcement representatives say it is
rare to see the machines in their
counties because of their no-tolerance position.

Legalized Slots
In states where slots are legal,
everyone working in the industry-from machine repair workers to
executives-- is subject to background checks in a good faith effort
to exclude organized crime. The
machines are inspected to assure
they are tamper-proof and the state
counts revenue by using computerized tracking systems embedded in
the machines. State governments are

▲
Maryland citizens
are the losers with the
current system.
They have a gaming
industry that puts little
money in the public
coffers and allows
vending machine owners
to dodge the law and
enrich themselves at the
cost of compulsive
gamblers.
▼
receiving more money from the slots
industry than ever before. Pennsylvania’s new law, for example,
requires a $50 million fee for every
entity that will operate a slots
palace. The law makes the slots
industry so lucrative that the Pittsburgh City Council unanimously
passed a resolution in September
2005, asking the mayor to apply for
a slot machine license on behalf of
the city. Pittsburgh already stands to
gain $17.7 million in annual tax revenue from slots. If the City became a
casino owner, the City Council President reasoned it could reap $250
million.50 In FY 2005, Dover
Downs earned a net of $193 million.

Of that income, Delaware’s general
fund received $69 million51 out of a
total $204 million in revenue.52

RECOMMENDATIONS
Maryland citizens are the losers
with the current system. They have a
gaming industry that puts little money in the public coffers and allows
vending machine owners to dodge
the law and enrich themselves at the
cost of compulsive gamblers, alcoholics and indigent people with few
dollars to spend.
Two courses of action are offered
in response to the current situation: 1)
Ban the machines, by passing
stronger anti-gambling laws or
enforcing the laws already available
to the police, courts, liquor and zoning boards and other licensing agencies; or 2) Legalize the machines
with all the controls available from
today’s gambling industry to ensure a
corrupt-free business and an honest
accounting of revenue with the state
receiving its proper share.
The challenge is there for citizens
and lawmakers.
Joan Jacobson was a reporter for The
Sun and The Evening Sun for 28
years, covering many of the government bureaucracies and court systems reviewed in this study. She is
also the co-author of Wised Up, the
2004 memoir of an FBI informant
and the first book about organized
crime in Baltimore.
continued on page 8
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